Fillflex Compact Sequence is a handy addition to the Fillflex family. With just one filling machine you can fill up to four containers in a row, one after another. When they are transported to the sealing station, four new containers are fed into position. As switching between containers in the sequence is done in fractions of a second, you will get even higher capacity from your Fillflex Compact.
Products
Fillflex Compact can handle virtually all types of fluid, including highly viscous and frothing liquids.
It is used for filling jam and marmalade, marzipan, custard, sauce, paté, dressing, preservatives, yoghurt, mayonnaise, honey, washing-liquid, shampoo, degreasers, hand-cream, paint, acid, oil and other substances.

Containers
The machine can be easily adapted to suit many different types of container – everything from 10 ml bottles to dishes, jars, barrels, drums and vats.
It is very easy to alter or adjust the chosen filling volume. Up to 8 pre-selected options can be stored.

Capacity
Up to 50 lit./min., depending on type of filling and product properties.

Power connection
230 V single-phase, earthed (standard earthed socket, no permanent connection is required).
It features connectors for external start-up and communication with a conveyor system etc.

Dimensions and weight
Length: approx. 650 mm  Width: 250 mm
Height: 400 mm
Weight: approx. 25 kg

Models/ordering numbers
Fillflex Compact Sequence equipped with gear pump
This is the most common pump and suitable for both thinly and viscous products, without solid particles.
25 mm SMS connection.

Gear pump, max. capacity 8 lit./min. (0,006 lit./revolution)
F5500CS2M200  for 2 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS3M200  for 3 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS4M200  for 4 fillings in a sequence

Gear pump, max. capacity 13 lit./min. (0,010 lit./revolution)
F5500CS2M210  for 2 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS3M210  for 3 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS4M210  for 4 fillings in a sequence

Gear pump, max. capacity 25 lit./min. (0,018 lit./revolution)
F5500CS2M220  for 2 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS3M220  for 3 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS4M220  for 4 fillings in a sequence

Impeller pump, max. capacity 35 lit./min. (0,023 lit./revolution)
F5500CS228220  for 2 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS328220  for 3 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS428220  for 4 fillings in a sequence

Impeller pump, max. capacity 60 lit./min. (0,053 lit./revolution)
F5500CS228320  for 2 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS328320  for 3 fillings in a sequence
F5500CS428320  for 4 fillings in a sequence

Fillflex Compact Sequence fills up to four containers in a row, one after another.

Fillflex Compact Sequence equipped with hose valves for three fillings in a sequence.